
 

 

Year group: Year 1               Date:16/06/20 

  Bronze Silver Gold 

English Look at the pictures. Can you say and 

order the sentence.  

For example,  

This is a chip. 

This is a bench. 

Remember to start sentences with a 

capital letter. Use finger spaces and a 

full stop. Use the sound mat in your 

phonics pack to help you spell the 

words.  

Our new text for this week is all about an Alien who comes down to Earth and struggles to find 

some friends.  

Think about this picture of the alien. Is it a boy or girl?  

Where do you think they are? What time of day is it?  

Can you describe the character?  

What do you think they are looking at? What does their  

expression tell us?  

Today you are going to be writing questions 

in your writing task.  

Share the PPT called Types of Sentences and 

think about questions to ask about the alien.  

Share some questions with your adult 

verbally and remember to say question 

mark to remind you!  

Today you are going to be writing different 

sentences in your writing task.  

Share the PPT called Types of Sentences and 

think about questions to ask about the alien.  

Share some sentences with your adult verbally 

can they identify which type of sentence it is?  

Maths Can you count in 2s to 30? 

Can you count the wellies and 

bananas in 2s?  

Can you fill in the missing numbers in 

the counting in 2s sequences?  

Can you count in 2s?  

How far can you count in 2s?  

Can you complete the counting in 2s maths 

reasoning challenges?  

Can you count in 2s?  

How far can you count in 2s?  

Can you complete the counting in 2s maths 

reasoning challenges?  

Phonics
/
Reading 

Lesson 2: Consonant Blends. 
Go through and complete the 
presentation on the school website 
labelled Lesson 2: Consonant Blends. 
 
Other phonics work on this sound can 

be found on Education City (login in 

planners) or phonics play (login sent 

via email). 

Watch or read along with this story (A 

Hole in the Bottom of the Sea): 

https://www.booktrust.org.uk/

books-and-reading/have-some-

fun/storybooks-and-games/A-

hole-in-the-bottom-of-the-sea/  

Use the reading questions on the 

sheet below to ask your child about 

the story. 

Lesson 2: u-e saying yoo. 
Go through and complete the presentation 
on the school website labelled Lesson 2: u-e 
saying yoo. 
 
Other phonics work on this sound can be 

found on Education City (login in planners) 

or phonics play (login sent via email). 

Watch or read along with this story (A Hole 

in the Bottom of the Sea): https://

www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-

reading/have-some-fun/storybooks-and

-games/A-hole-in-the-bottom-of-the-

sea/  

Use the reading questions on the sheet 

below to ask your child about the story. 

Lesson 2: ir 
Go through and complete the presentation on 
the school website labelled Lesson 2:  ir 
 
Other phonics work on this sound can be found 

on phonics play (login sent via email). 

Watch or read along with this story (A Hole in 

the Bottom of the Sea): https://

www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-

reading/have-some-fun/storybooks-and-

games/A-hole-in-the-bottom-of-the-sea/  

Use the reading questions on the sheet below 

to ask your child about the story. 

Other Today the focus is MUSIC.  

We are going to listen to a piece of music by a composer called Gustav Holst. He imagined that the planets all had their own 

character and wrote music to describe some of these. As you listen to ‘Mars’ think about these questions, you can either 

write your answers or discuss them with your grown up.  

How does the music make you feel? Does it remind you of any other pieces of music that you’ve heard? Do you like it? 

Why? Can you recognise any of the instruments that are played in the orchestra.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cXOanvv4plU&safe=active  
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2,  4,  ___,  8,  10,  12 

 

2, ___, 4,  6,  ___,  10 

 

10, __, 14,  16,  18,  __ 

 

12, ___, 16, ___, 18, 20 








